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Abstract

We have developed a program GAPE (Gap Allowing Pattern Explorer) to extract amino acid sequence

motifs conserved among distantly related proteins. The GAPE program is designed to allow a gap in the
sequences. When the program is applied to some ligand-related consensus sequences, motifs extracted with

low expectation of occurrence contain some of the amino acid residues chemically proved to be involved in

the ligand recognition.

1 Introduction

As the number of amino acid sequences determined has rapidly increased, it has become clear that automated

procedures to �nd motifs would be useful. A number of attempts to extract motifs automatically have been

proposed. It was di�cult, however, to deal with gaps in searching for the motifs because of combinatorial

problems. Any methods so far developed practically extract local patterns with no gap. On the other hand,

the real motifs such as those collected in the PROSITE database [1] often contain gaps.

In the present study we have developed a motif search algorithm that explicitly deals with gaps in a set of

sequences. The utility of the program is shown by applying it to several ligand-related consensus sequences [2].

2 Methods

To �nd the sequence motifs conserved among distantly related sequences, we have developed a program, GAPE

(Gap Allowing Pattern Explorer), that searches all the subsequences having any common 5-amino acid pattern

allowing a gap. The GAPE program is an extension of the MOTIF program devised by Smith et al. [3]. Recently

another program, ASSET, which is also an extension of the MOTIF program, have been devised by Neuwald

and Green [4]. In both the MOTIF and the ASSET programs, gaps are not allowed within the patterns.

There are two main steps in motif extraction by GAPE. In the �rst step, a "branch-and-bound method" is

applied to search for subsequences that contain a pattern in the order of the amino acids. In the next step,

the subsequences are selected by the distances of the amino acids matched with the pattern. When all four

distances between the �ve amino acids match with the patterns are the same in another subsequences, we de�ne

the pattern as "rigid motif". Motifs with a gap in the subsequences are also extracted by relaxing one of the

four distances. We call these patterns "exible motifs".

To evaluate statistical signi�cance of the motifs, we devised a method to calculate the expected value of

occurrence of each motif a priori from the amino acid composition of the sequences under consideration.
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3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Motifs in ligand-related proteins

There were 67 consensus sequences extracted from enzymes recognizing pyridoxal phosphate (PLP). When

GAPE was applied to the consensus sequences, the numbers of rigid and exible motifs with expected value

E < 0:05 were 146 and 77, respectively. One of the exible motifs is shown in Fig. 1. The lysine residue in the

exible motif is known to form Schi� base with the ligand.

Motif: S-(x0)-K-(x5,6)-G-(x1)-R-(x1)-G

E = 2.2457 × 10-02

2.6.1.1   02  2  243  x+xxxIx*NGx SKox-SMTGWR*G Yxx:xx=II!xM
2.6.1.5   02  1  246  AGLPALVSNSF SKIF-SLYGERVG GLSVMCEDAEAA
2.6.1.9   01  5  213  xypnlvxlrTx SKaf-glAGlRxG xxxaxxxxxxxx
4.4.1.14  01 16  277  nkdLvHIvySL SKD-mGlPGFRvG IiYS@NDxVVxc
2.6.1.2   01  3  312  xqqeLaSFhSv SKGYmGECGfRGG YvEvvnmdAxVq
                                  SK      G R G

Fig. 1.   A motif extracted from PLP-related consensus sequences.  The first and second columns represent the EC number and ID
number of the consensus sequence for the enzyme.  The third column represents the number of amino acid sequences to construct
the consensus sequence.  The number following the consensus sequence is the position of the first amino acid in the motif.  

When GAPE was applied to 14 tetrahydrofolate-related consensus sequences, motifs containing the residues

that participate directly in the recognition of the ligand were also extracted.

3.2 Biological meaning of the motifs

The motifs obtained from the ligand-related consensus sequences in the present study were experimentally found

to be located in the ligand recognition sites of the enzymes. These motifs imply that the enzymes sharing the

motif have been evolved from a common ancestor and diverged to speci�c reactions for each enzyme retaining

the ligand speci�city. The exible motifs are found around the functionally important sites. The GAPE program

is applicable to not only the consensus but also their composite amino acid sequences and useful to detect such

patterns in distantly related sequences.
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